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Abstract: Due to the increasing demand for IoT applications in 

various fields such as healthcare, smart city, smart grids, industrial 

internet, etc. The privacy and security become a major issue in 

front of various researchers working in this field. This work 

proposed a novel image encryption algorithm based on a logistic-

sine map and crossover operator of a genetic algorithm. Various 1-

D chaotic maps are discussed in the literature review, but in some 

cases, hybrid 1-D chaotic maps have higher performance than 

simple 1-D chaotic maps. So 1-D chaotic map along with a crossover 

operator is used in this work. Here logistic-sine maps and crossover 

are used to generate the random session key for each image 

encryption.  Also, a crossover operator is used in encryption rounds 

for increasing confusion and diffusion. Here in this work, for each 

image encryption, a new session session key is generated. The 

proposed algorithm is tested on various parameters for effective 

randomness. Experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm performance is better than existing algorithms in terms 

of randomness and secure enough to resist all the existing 

cryptanalytic attacks.  

Index Terms: Image Encryption, Crossover, Logistic-Sine map, 

Session Key, Random function, Image Decryption, IoT. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the uses of IoT applications are increasing 

exponentially by seeking the demand of these applications in 

various fields such as healthcare or medical image security, 

smart city, smart grid, etc. Around 70% of the communication 

over the internet is in the form of images. Existing algorithms 

such as AES, IDEA, DES, RC4, RC5 etc are not sufficient  
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enough for IoT devices in terms of less time and space 

complexity. So for improving security by considering the IoT 

devices requirements, a chaos-based cryptographic system is one 

of the best choices for transmission on images using a fast and 

secure way of transmission. (Elhoseny, M et al., 2018) presented 

a hybrid security model for secure data transmission in IoT 

based health care field.  (Elhoseny, M et al., 2018) also presnted 

another secure IoT based model for secure data tranmission. 

 

Recently, The IoT has become a lot of attention before 

researchers because of various security (Tankard, C. et al., 2015) 

and privacy issues (Hameed, S. et al., 2019). Most of the objects 

in IoT such as wearable sensor devices, mobile devices, and 

environmental sensors. It is recorded that around 50 billion 

smart devices till 2020 will be connected via the Internet. But 

the computation and storage capabilities of IoT terminals are still 

severely limited (Liu, B. et al., 2016). 

The data stored in these IoT terminals are closely related to the 

personal information of users, which are more sensitive and 

needs to be protected (Shen, J. et al., 2018). (Xiong, J. et al.,  

2018) introduced a new technique for improving the privacy in 

IoT applications. (Wu, D. et al., 2017) presented a amother 

scheme for data privacy. To protect privacy of user’s 

information is one of the major issue concerns behind people to 

use IoT technology (Peng, S.et al., 2017).  Other schemes related 

to privacy protection (Cai, Z. et al., 2017) and (Wang, H. et al., 

2017) are described for IoT enabled devices. 

By considering the above issues, this work proposed a session 

key based novel lightweight and secure image encryption 

algorithm using logistic-sine map and crossover operator of 

genetic algorithm. The motivation behind this work is to develop 

an algorithm which is lightweight, secure, and fast for IoT-
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enabled devices. Since IoT devices having less memory and 

required fast and secure applications, so this work fulfils the 

requirements of IoT applications. 

The whole work is summarized in three different sections; In 

section 2, presented method is discussed in details. All the 

experiments are performed in section 3. Finally, in section 4, the 

whole work is concluded. 

II. METHODS AND MODELS 

This work presented a novel session key based lightweight 

image cryptographic system. It is based on two important 

concepts - the first one is a logistic-sine chaotic map, which is 

used in the key generation phase of the cryptographic system 

and the other one is a crossover operator, which is used for 

increasing diffusion in the presented system. Here, for each 

image encryption, a new unique session key is generated. 

A. Logistic-sine map 

The logistic-sine chaotic map (Demir, F. B et al., 2020) uses the 

concept of both logistic chaotic map and sine chaotic map.  So it 

is also called a hybrid chaotic map.  Since its chaotic interval is 

much higher than both logistic and sine chaotic maps, so we 

have used this hybrid chaotic map in this work. 

Mathematical equations of sine map, logistic map and logistic-

sine map are given below- 

 

x( i+1) = a * x(i) * ( 1 - x(i) )                                                  (1) 

 

x( i+1) = sin (pi * x(i))                 (2) 

 

x ( i+1) = (a ∗  x(i) ∗ ( 1 −  x(i)) + ((4 − a)sin (pi ∗

 x(i))/4) (𝑚𝑜𝑑1)                        (3) 

 

Here equation (1) is for the logistic map, equation (2) for sine 

map, and equation (3) for logistic sine map. 

B. Crossover Operator 

It’s a well-known operator of genetic algorithm (Mondal, B. et 

al., 2020). The main motive to use this operator in this work is to 

increase the diffusion in the generated sequences. It takes two 

strings of same length and finds two random crossover points to 

perform crossover in the generated sequences. Algorithm 1 

shows the steps to perform crossover - 

 

Algorithm 1 

 

1. Calculate the length of sequences on which crossover is 

performed. 

2.  Find the value of first_index and last_index of sequence. 

3. Calculate the random value of crossover points (p1 and p2) by 

using the following functions: 

  

function1 (p1) = round ( ( last_index – start index ) * rand () + 

start_index ) 

function 2(p2) = round ( ( last_index – start_index ) * rand () + 

start_index ) 

 

Now, If the value of function1 is greater than the value of 

function 2 then swap the values; otherwise not. 

 

4. With the help of these crossover points, divide the sequences 

into three different sub sequences. 

 s1 = sequence1 (start_index : p1) 

 s2= sequence 2 (p1 + 1: p2) 

 s3= sequence 1 (p2+1 : last_index) 

and 

 t1 = sequence2 ( start_index: p1) 

 t2 = sequence1 (p1 + 1 : p2) 

 t3 = sequence2 (p2 + 1 : last_index) 

 

5. Finally, combine these sequences to generate new random 

sequences. 

 

The proposed cryptographic system works as follows-  

 

1.  Input color image in .jpg format.  

 

2. Resize the input color image into 256*256 size and convert 

input image into gray-scale image. In this work, experiments are 

performed on 256*256 size color images. 

 

3. Input 16-digit symmetric hexadecimal key for 

encryption/decryption. In this work, “0123456789012345” 

symmetric key is used to perform experiments. 

 

4. Convert the symmetric key into binary representation. 

 

5. Apply uniform mutation operation on the 64-bit binary 

symmetric key. 

 

6. Divide input 64-bit symmetric key into four consecutive 

blocks, named as block 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

 

7.  Add one 16-bit random block, named as block 5, to make the 

symmetric key 80-bit of size. 

 

8. Now divide each block into two different sub-blocks, each 

having 8-bit in size. 

 

9. Perform two-point crossover operations between two sub-

blocks of same block. After performing crossover, two new 8-bit 

sub blocks are received. Same operations are performed between 

sub-blocks of each block.  
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10. Combine these newly generated 8-bit sub-blocks for making 

new five blocks. 

 

11. Now generate five new blocks using logistic-sine chaotic 

map by using random initial value.  

12. Finally generate five new keys by performing logical 

operation between blocks generated by crossover operations and 

logistic-sine map.  

 

13. Now use first 64-bits of input image and perform encryption 

process by using newly generated keys in five different rounds. 

Here first generated key is used for round 1; second generated 

key is used for round2; and so on. After round 1 and round 3, 

two swaps are performed for increasing diffusion. Each round is 

also uses one user defined function in the form of crossover.   

 

Step 14: After performing the same process used in step 13 for 

all 64-bits of input image, an encrypted image received for 

communications between IoT enabled devices. 

 

Step 15: Perform reverse procedure of encryption to decrypt the 

image. 

 

The proposed work is secure from brute force attacks because, in 

this work, we have used a 64-bit symmetric key and using an 80-

bit key for encryption and decryption. Also for every image 

encryption, a new unique session key is generated. So here 

intruders need to check all the combinations of 64-bit keys, 72-

bit key and 80-bit keys for finding the right key for decryption. 

Also, the above checking for keys finding, will be done for each 

image because each image is encrypted with a unique session 

key.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section contains the experimental results performed on 

various parameters such as NPCR, Entropy, Correlation, and 

Histogram analysis. Here MATLAB 2015 version software, a 

system having Core i3 processor, and 2GB RAM are used for 

performing proposed work. Figure 1 shows the original, 

encrypted, decrypted lenna and baboon image. The following 

Lenna image is used for performing operations. Figure 2 shows 

the block diagram of presented scheme.  

 

 
(Lenna and Baboon Image) 

 

(a) NPCR: The following formulas are used for performing 

NPCR operation. 
 

The NPCR of the two images is given below- 

 

 NPCR =  
∑ D(i,j)i,j

W ×H
 ∗ 100 %                                                       (4) 

 

Where W and H are the Width and Height of the image and D(i, 

j) is defined as 

 

D(i, j) =  {
0,    if C1(i, j) = C2(i,j)
1,                     Otherwise

                                           (5)                                            

 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  Original, encrypted and decrypted lenna and baboon image 

 

(b) Entropy: It is a statistical measure of randomness that can 

be used to characterize the texture of the input image. For 

calculating entropy, the following formula is used –  

 

E (m) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑚𝑗
𝑀−1
𝑗=0 ) log

1

𝑝(𝑚𝑗)
                                                   (6) 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of presented scheme 
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Table 1: Comparative chart of NPCR and Entropy between 

presented and existing work 

 

Existing schemes NPCR Entropy 

Liu, Y. et al., 2020 99.22 7.9920 

You, L. et al., 2020 99.65 7.9457 

Roy, S. et al, 2020 99.78 7.9646 

Dagadu, J. et al., 2020 99.64 7.9972 

Proposed work (Max) 99.65 7.9975 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 shows the comparative analysis of proposed work and 

the existing algorithms in terms of NPCR and Entropy. The 

experiments results in this table shows that effectiveness of 

proposed work while using less key size comparative to the 

existing algorithms. 

 

(c) Correlation:  The following formulas are used to calculate 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal correlation – 

 

Cov (w,x) =  F(w − F(w))(x − F(x))                                      

(7) 

Rwx =  
Cov(w,x)

√D(w) √D(x)
                                                           (8) 

For numerical computations between the two adjacent pixels 

values, the following equations are used-  

 

F(w) =  
1

M
 ∑ wi

M
i=1                                                    (9)       

               

D(w) =  
1

M
 ∑ ( wi 

M
i=1 –  F(w))(x − F(x))                     (10) 

 

Cov(w, x) =  
1

M
 ∑ ( wi 

M
i=1 –  F(w))(xi − F(x))                       (11) 

 

Figure 3 shows the all correlations of original and encrypted 

(lenna and baboon) image. 

 

(d) Histogram: Statistical similarities between the cipher and 

original image are measured with the help of histogram analysis. 

Figure 3 shows the histogram of original and encrypted lenna 

and baboon image. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3: Horizontal, vertical, and diagonal correlation of original 

and encrypted (Lenna image (a), Baboon Image (b)). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 4: Histogram of the original and encrypted (Lenna image (a), 

baboon image (b)). 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This work presented a novel session key based image encryption 

algorithm using a hybrid of logistic-sine chaotic map and 

crossover operation of a genetic algorithm. The use of a logistic-

sine map increases the randomness in the proposed algorithm 

and crossover operation is used for increasing confusion and 

diffusion. Since this work uses 80-bit key for encryption and 

decryption and also uses less number of encryption rounds, so 

this encryption algorithm is more suitable for IoT applications 

because of its light weight and good performance on image data 

as compared to heavy weight algorithms shown in comparative 

chart. Future work is to use the proposed algorithm on IoT 

hardware for testing the practical efficiency of proposed work. 
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